Allegheny Mountain Chapter
Newsletter
April 1, 2022

“You can’t stay in your corner of the forest waiting for others to come
to you. You have to go to them sometimes.” ~ A. A. Milne,
Winnie-the-Pooh
Welcome to the Allegheny Mountain Chapter December 2021, January, February and March
2022 Newsletter. My name is Glenn Lynch, and I generate the Allegheny Mountain Chapter’s
Newsletter. I would appreciate your help with articles, pictures, or any miscellaneous
information that our motorcycle community should be aware of. If you have anything you would
like to add to the newsletter, please email me at panhead_48@comcast.net.
Newsletter Editor Note:
A big thank you to Todd Mickinak, Jason Zerbini, Allan Osterwise, Ron Stillwagon, and Dave
Leukhardt for their submissions to the newsletter.

President’s Message
President’s Message

Hello Allegheny Mountain Chapter Members,
Spring is here and the signs of better weather are all around us now. Hearing the rumble of
motorcycles on these warm days we have enjoyed lately, and the birds chirping are signs
suggesting riding season won’t be long now.
I have been President of the Allegheny Mountain Chapter for two years now, and each year I
truly look forward to being a part of this amazing group of people, and I truly get excited about
the spring meeting where we can plan yet another amazing year of activities for our chapter. The
spring meeting will be held on Saturday, April 2, 2022 at 11:30 a.m. at Monday’s Union
Restaurant (454 Marguerite Road, Latrobe, PA). Although it is a new location for our meeting, I
am confident you will all enjoy the restaurant and re-connecting with other chapter members.
We have a lot to talk about at the Spring Meeting as the Allegheny Mountain Chapter was
officially approved by the AMCA Board on March 2nd to host a road run on June 12-15, 2023 in
Wellsboro, Pennsylvania! We can begin talking about and planning this exciting event for our
chapter!
Since everyone needs a good balance of work and play, after the work of the meeting, we are
hoping to have some fun on our first ride of the season. Let’s hope the weather cooperates with
us.
As we ask each year at the spring meeting, if you would like to plan an event, please tell Jason
Zerbini, our event coordinator. He will be happy to help you get your event or ride on the
schedule, and Jason will also keep the membership aware of the event dates and details. Jason
really does try to keep things simple for those hosting an event.
If you feel that hosting an event doesn’t fit your time constraints, another way to participate is to
help by writing articles for the newsletter. This can be done anytime of the day or evening. Just
submit your travel story, mechanical story, break-down story, or anything motorcycle related you
feel our chapter members would enjoy reading. Glenn is always looking for help.
One final reminder, you will also be able to make sure your account is paid at the spring meeting
as well. Dues for 2022 have remained at $5.00. If you have any changes to your contact

information, please let us know that at the spring meeting as well. We don’t want anyone
missing out on our newsletters and communications because 2022 will be full of fun!
See you all soon! Get out and ride!
Todd Mickinak
tmick55@gmail.com
724-539-8416
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Member Article
The BMW R90S build(s)
Submitted by: Allan Osterwise
I just couldn’t leave well enough alone. It all started when I decided to put a very nice 1974
BMW R90S through the AMCA judging program. The first pass got a pretty good score, 94 pts,
so I dug in and started sorting out what needed to happen to get it into Winners Circle, (now 98
points). Didn’t think it would take a lot. I went through the items one by one and knocked them
out. They were mostly small items, or at least easy ones, like tires. That is, until I got to the rear
shocks.
Turns out there just aren’t a lot of them out there. I checked Ebay, the Airhead groups, Amazon,
and all the other normal internet sources. There were shocks out there for other models, but the
R90S was only produced for 3 years. It didn’t look good. By then months had passed, judging
at Wauseon was done and the bike was at Senior, still short of the winners circle. I needed the
OEM shocks.
I started calling around locally and found a fellow club member who said he had a set, but
wouldn’t set a price. He wanted me to come over and see what he had and then we could talk.
When I got there, he took me into his basement and showed me a line of boxes marked R90S and
in the bottom of one, lo and behold two very nice show quality rear shocks. I almost cried!
I figured a couple of hundred bucks and I would be out of there and onto the winner circle!
Destiny, or at least the seller, had a different outcome in mind, my figuring was wrong!
We took a walk from that beckoning line of mouth watering parts into a shed out back to see
“The rest of the story”. What to my wondering eyes did appear, but a dirty old bike with leaky
shocks on the rear! It was a twin, a very dirty twin to the one in my garage. Apparently, the
owner wanted the whole shooting match to disappear together. What good is a dirty old bike with
leaky shocks?! I understood the thinking, but it didn’t line up with my plan.
Now, when I left the house on this little excursion, I told my beautiful wife of 40 some years that
I would be back soon and this would be the last purchase necessary to be wrapping up the
beemer project. She said Uh-huh, yeah sure.

So, there I was, thinking that I really wanted the shocks, but how in the world was I going to fit
another BMW into the garage, (they are incredibly cool), and why would I want a twin for the
one I had? Did I mention that they are incredibly cool, and fast?
Sooooo, we agreed on a price. And a date to transfer the title. Everyone needs a winter project,
right? And I could rearrange the garage! I left with the shocks…..
Well the FIRST R90S scored 99.5 points in the fall and went into the winner circle! The shocks
looked great on the bike with just a touch of patina, perfect match for an original paint bike.
The day I brought the SECOND R90S home she really didn’t believe me at first. I said trust me.
It’s rough, but I can bring it back to life. There are plenty of new parts that come with it! Boxes
of them! She is very understanding. Even when she saw it. It hadn’t seen a rider since 1987.
This time she just shook her head, so I knew I was bringing her around!
All there, but pretty crusty!

Although looking pretty rough, and having been stored for 35 years, it started to clean up pretty
well. I fooled around with it through the summer, sorting the parts, cleaning the bike,
inventorying parts, cleaning the bike, cleaning the parts, disassembling the bike, and cleaning
more parts.
I was reminded that modifying your bike was popular in the 1970’s much as it is today. The
owner of this bike bought it new, and was clearly building it out for performance and riding. He
had put some creature comforts on it like a luggage rack, pannier rack, custom mirrors, custom
windscreen, mud flap, and wind guards on the front cowl. Not my cup of tea, but hey it was his

bike. Ride your ride!
Some of the performance stuff he did was pretty amazing. Stiffened the rear swing arm with an
add on fabrication. Stiffened the front suspension with a billet upper triple tree. Heavy duty
lower front shock brace at the fender. Electronic ignition. Engine oil cooler. The coolest
upgrade had to be the dual horns that sound like they came off of my Dad’s Oldsmobile from the
60’s. And they were an OEM upgrade.
I decided that I would take the bike back as original as possible with the parts that came with it,
and keep most of the performance parts on it. Restore the cowl to original and save the paint on
the balance of the tins to make a respectable rider out of it. The non original parts from the
winner circle bike would be swapped onto this one to save money. Modern braided front brake
lines for the double discs, Ikon shocks on the rear. Even had a serviceable set of mufflers on the
shelf that would replace the rusty ones. Did I mention these things were fast? Maybe even take
it to some track days. It will make a nice bike to take on road runs for sure. Rain or shine.
Won’t have to worry about museum quality paint like the winner circle bike.
It needed a few things that you couldn’t see. All of the front brake components needed to be
replaced except for the calipers and rotors. Time is not kind to ferrous metal in contact with Dot
3 brake fluid. Keep your brake circuits flushed!
The engine turned, tranny shifted smoothly, final drive was smooth, and all the oils looked
pristine. All of the pivot points were well lubricated. The air cleaner served as food for the
critters, but the wiring was spared. Very fortunate.
The original DellOrto carbs, not so much.

It is surprising how much you learn when you start leveraging the vintage sites for information.
These carbs were fairly unique as BMW airheads almost exclusively used Bing for their fuel
mixing needs. More part cleaning was clearly in order. Moto Guzzi websites had all of the
information I needed to take a whack at the carb rebuild. Not as complicated as a Holly 4 barrel,
but not simple either.
Once cleaned up, making sure ALL of the jets and passages were sludge free, new gaskets
installed they looked like they might actually mix fuel and air in a fashion.

A new battery, and all of the lights worked. Even the dash lights. Amazing!
First of January, friends came over and we bled the front brakes. Celebrated with a few libations,
and waited for a thaw.
It is a magical time when all of the prior months’ work comes into focus and you recheck the
white board to make sure all of the items have been checked off. Then you churn through it
again and check the checks. Finally, you splash some gas in the tank, check to make sure it all
stays where it belongs, and then hit the button.
It rolled over, hit, and fired. Had to fool with the choke because it was a cool day. But it was a
great day!

The engine accelerated. It even idled! Nothing to do but take it for a ride. And that I did! After
a very short ride I noticed it wasn’t charging. So back on the rack and another little short
expedition through vintage sites to troubleshoot a 50 year old charging system.
Airhead charging systems are very well documented in print and video, so even an amateur like
me had a reasonable chance of finding the source of the problem. Troubleshooting was not
rocket surgery. By the process of elimination, the culprit seemed to be the conductance of the
brushes on the slip rings. Disassembling the parts, cleaning contacts, shining up slip rings,
cleaning connectors, and ready to give it a spin. Charging forward as it were!
The engine spun up and the idiot light went out!! Good times indeed…!
While waiting for a few final trim parts, and the weather to break, I will do the final polishing
and get set for riding weather. The plan at this point is to put a few miles on it and then drop all
of the oils, change a filter, perform a tune and valve check, then ride it to make certain the years
of inactivity haven’t hurt anything unseen. The bike has 22,000 miles on the clock so we should
be good for a while. Make no mistake, there is some detailing that needs done over the summer,
but this is no show pony, it is a rider. My hope is to rack up some miles on it, and give the
“trailer queen” a rest for the summer.

Member Article
Destination Silverton, CO: A Dual Sport Adventure
Submitted by: Allan Osterwise
2/26/22
The conversation started in the spring of 2021 about heading out west to ride dual sport bikes.
There were four of us that thought we could fit in a week or so of riding in the late summer. One
guy's schedule was shaky, so we held the plan loosely and moved forward to schedule an Airbnb
with a late cancellation date in Silverton, CO. The number four was critical in that the car and
trailer could be configured to hold 4 riders, bikes, and gear comfortably.
My fellow AMCA buddy, Ian Lucas, had gone to school in Durango a few years ago and was
spearheading the trip, generally acting as point on the majority of the logistics. It was good to
have someone who had boots on the ground to serve as a reference.
Within a month or so, one rider dropped out and Ian’s brother Sean, and a mutual friend Bill
filled out the fearless foursome to make the trip.
I need to fill the readers in that the author of this missive is a couple of decades older than the
other three. Some of the chapter regulars have thought I was Ian’s dad when we ride to club
events together. I bring this up because age doesn’t matter too much on the old bikes, as long as
you can keep your wits about you, and you can kick the son of a guns over when needed. Off
road is a bit different. Turns out, off-road in the Rockies at over 9,000 feet of elevation is a lot
different!
I have skied the Rockies over the years, so I was thinking that it wouldn’t be that tough. I would
adapt over a few days. Would get enough air to enjoy the ride. I started out riding off road like a
lot of people, years ago, and still really enjoy the thrill of banging through trails, bouncing over
obstacles, and just generally tearing it up! My hope was that training rides over the summer,
some PT, and wisdom gained over the years riding would prevail and assure a successful journey,
keeping up with the youngsters.
We left Western PA on August 21 and headed due west on Rt. 70. It wasn’t a complicated
journey. Rt 70 to Colorado and turn left for Colorado Springs. We did 12 hours a day for two
days and arrived in Canon City, CO for the night on August 22. The Rockies are awesome.
Hands down one of the most inspiring sights in the world! It was worth the 24 hours of driving
just to be there. The only issue we had was a failed trailer tire. As we entered CO on Rt70 the
temps were around 105F. Once in the mountains, the temps moderated and our travel speed

reduced for the remaining 6 hour trip into Silverton. We had the opportunity to travel through
Ouray and ride across the Million Dollar Highway on our way into Silverton. Again, that ride
and view was worth the price of admission!

We rolled into Silverton happy to be off of four wheels and into unpacking and off-road prep
mode. The place we stayed in was over 9,000 feet of elevation and happily Tylenol took care of
the headaches some of us experienced. We each bought an aerosol can of oxygen “just in case”.
The bikes and gear suffered no damage from the trip. The house where we stayed was historic,
named for an immigrant who was influential in Silverton history. The house is located on main
street in the center of town so we could walk everywhere we needed to go.

The name of the house was the Russian Princess. Would highly recommend it to anyone heading
to that area as a great place to stay.

Silverton is a tourist town currently, catering to those who enjoy all manner of outdoor activity.
In the winter it is skiing and snowmobiling. The other seasons it is hiking, off roading, camping,
biking, and any other type of outdoor exploring. A truly remarkable part of the world. The
transformation from mining to tourism occurred over the past half century.
Day one of riding was going to be an easy one on “county roads”. We thought 130 miles would
be ok being that most was on “county roads”.

News flash. Rocky mountain county roads are not like PA county roads. The road surface was

dominated by loose rock, some the size of dinner plates, some larger. Add that to the fact that
the grades were steep and we were sharing very narrow trails with side by sides, jeeps, and other
bikes.
Over the course of the day we rode over Hurricane Pass, California Pass, and Cinnamon Pass.
The day was going pretty well until I had an unanticipated get off of the bike. I was accelerating
around a wide spot on blind curve in the road when I came upon a boulder a 4 x 4 had rolled out
into my path. By the time I reacted, I hit it and was airborne! The landings are always the worst
part. Fortunately I was armored up and the impact was born by shoulder, elbow and knee
guards. Unfortunately, the thigh, hip, wasn’t. The bike came through it well with only a
tweaked handlebar and smashed mirror. I knew I was going to be hurting and reached, once
again for the Tylenol! I regrouped with the guys down the trail for a much needed breather and
lit out again for parts unknown, and to us, unexplored…
We ate on the trail and replenished our water when we got close to civilization. All in all, it was
a good day that provided vistas that were once in a lifetime. The riding was all we had hoped it
would be. The skies were crystal clear.

Day 2 was planned out to be an 85 mile day. My body felt like I carried the bike 130 miles. The
full effect of the crash was in full force in the morning. Tylenol and lots of water got me
underway for the day. We were more acclimated to the dust and traffic. We hit it hard and made
it over Engineer Pass and out to Lake City for lunch and then back over the pass and down the
south side towards Ouray on Mineral Creek Road. I am smiling actually thinking of the ride and
calling it a road. We made it down to Rt 550 and headed south over the mountain on the Million
Dollar Highway. On two wheels this time. By this time we were acclimated to riding along
sheer drops with no guard rails or safety items in play. We rolled into Silverton around 6:30 and
Bill's KTM was acting up. He was losing his clutch anytime he was over 10,400 ft in elevation.
Pretty terrifying on some of the trails we were riding.
We spent some time at dinner doing some troubleshooting and decided that the clutch circuit had
never been bled or changed out during Bill's ownership. Also, the bike had puked some coolant
on our ascent to Engineer Pass. That KTM was known to run hot. Long story short. The engine
coolant fan switch failed and created air bubbles in the clutch circuit when altitude and engine
temperature reached a certain point. It took until Wednesday morning to completely sort it out.

Other than crash induced problems, that was the only bike failure we had on the entire trip. So
that was good.
Day 3 came rolling around and my notes say: “I was hurting bad!”. More Tylenol, more water
and we were on our way. The plan for the day was to ride Opher Pass and into Telluride for
lunch. We headed out in a light rain that wasn’t uncomfortable. I did miss the sun. The riding
was not as technical as the prior two days and it provided some relaxation, relatively speaking.
The panoramas were spectacular and the cloudy skies provided more dramatic vistas. You could
see the rains out ahead and anticipate the time of the encounter. We rode into Telluride and
parked the bikes on Main Street. It is a pretty laid back place in the summer. Also pretty high
end. First time I ever saw a full rack of $6k pedal bikes! We waited out a storm during lunch
and Sean and Ian took off for Imogene Pass. Bill and I took the Last Dollar Road north towards
Robbinsville. Again, road is a relative term. The vistas were stunning.

We finished up the day with a dinner at a restaurant called “Handlebars”. Thought it fitting
enough!
Day 4 opened with perfect weather greeting us and after a big breakfast headed south towards
Durango on Rt550. We peeled off onto Old Lime Creek Rd. and followed the Creek down to

Purgatory Ski resort and back over the mountain towards Hermosa Creek Trail. We were
planning on riding the approximately 26 miles of the trail and end up in Durango.
The trail began as a track that would support quads as well as bikes. There were two tracks for
the first half before it went to single track, then tight single track. This trail turned out to be the
most technical riding that we saw during the week. It arguably was the most risky. We were
riding along a canyon with the stream in the bottom. Sometimes we were at the level of the
stream dealing with slimy rocks and mud, and then other times we would climb out of the
canyon and be on a ledge with a hillside on one side and nothing on the other. It tended to focus
your attention. Everyone dropped their bike periodically throughout the day. Everyone helped
one another right their bikes, do the necessary repairs, and in one instance retrieve the bike from
a ravine. My bike. Yeah, the old guy. Pictures help to tell the story. Bill is standing on what is
the trail. Not everyone tried to ride through that section.

We were very fortunate that all came through that track with no permanent damage to the bikes.
Some of the areas were so tight that Sean tore one of his saddle bags off of his bike as he passed
between a rock and a tree. It stopped him in his tracks. The switchback in the picture doesn’t
do the elevation change justice. It was the toughest section I rode on the entire trip. It required
control of the bike as well as your sphincter!

We made it out of the canyon around 3:30 and hit a really great bistro for a beer and a burger. It
was a great day to have conquered a trail like Hermosa Creek. It is a trail designed and
maintained for horses. Bikes are a pretty tough ride! We headed back to the house and started a
big night celebrating our week of riding and sightseeing.
Ian had to get Sean to the airport on Saturday morning to be at work on Monday. Bill and I
started getting our gear and bikes cleaned and prepped for the ride home. We booked a ride on
the Silverton Durango steam railroad. We boarded as Ian got back from the airport. He saw us
off and then left for Durango to pick us up at the station and give us a tour of his old stomping

grounds. As an aside, the engine and cars pictured here were used in the film Godless. The train
is eventually wrecked in the movie via CGI, (Computer Generated Images).

We spent the evening cruising Durango and thoroughly enjoyed Ian’s stories of his college days.

The town is definitely a stop if you are in southern CO. There is a very chill university vibe and
plenty of great restaurants and bistros to hang out. A river runs through town, so it is pretty
convenient to pick up a tube or raft and have a float through town. Pretty cool indeed!
We spent our last day on Sunday visiting the Million Dollar Gold mine and other sites around
Silverton. After dinner we finished cleaning gear, doing some laundry and packing up.
8/30/21, Monday found us leaving at first light for the drive home. All in all it was a week well
spent. I am happy to have had the opportunity to put this together for our newsletter as it helped
me relive a totally awesome experience.
In the months since the trip, I have had some realizations, or takeaways.
The bike I was riding was a KTM 690 Enduro. Loaded up with fuel, tools and panniers it was a
lot of bike for that type of riding for me. I sold it shortly after I got back. I found another KTM
500 that is about 80 lbs lighter, and should handle technical riding much better. A little physical
therapy on the shoulder and February finds me ready to ride again, pain free. The black and blue
marks are just a bad memory!
I feel pretty good that I kept up with the guys I was riding with. The experience was indeed once
in a lifetime. Good friends, great vistas, and even better challenges. Life doesn’t get much better
than that. If you found this story interesting, there are videos of this adventure posted on two
YouTube channels that you may want to look for.
Search:
Bill Carpenter’s
Sean Lucas’s.

“WV4Life”
“Sean Lucas”

Member Article
AMC Newsletter article ~ John Stoner
Submitted By: David Leukhardt
At the April 2021 Oley Swap Meet, a small number of AMCA members were awarded a 50-year
membership recognition award in a small ceremony in the center of the fairgrounds. Among the
recipients was Allegheny Mountain Chapter member John Stoner from Rockwood PA. Some of
you may recall past rides where we stopped at his place to see the incredible collection of Indian

motorcycles, parts, and old dealership documentation. His grandfather operated an Indian
dealership in the teens and 1920s. John is 95 years old.
John had planned on attending Oley, but the person driving him to the event fell ill just prior.
John actually thought about driving himself, but then reconsidered.
Richard Spagnolli accepted the award on John's behalf from AMCA's Executive Director Keith
Kizer and told the crowd what an exceptional individual John was and how we can all stay
young by "Keep on Riding!" Numerous chapter members were in the audience, all impressed
with John's long term club commitment.
Since the Stoner family is in the furniture business, I thought it would be nice to create a wooden
presentation case for John’s 50-year AMCA black and gold metal membership card. Rhonda
Zerbini, Todd Mickinak, and myself combined resources to create the display case. It is easy to
do things on John's behalf since he shows such sincere gratitude.
The plan was to organize our 2021 Fall Ride route so the group would stop at John’s place to
present the award. Unfortunately, just prior to the ride, John had serious orthopedic issues that
landed him in rehab and was not able to host us last fall.
Due to the unpredictability of the future, it was decided to get the commemorative award to John
shortly after he returned home from rehab and before Christmas. Those items belonged to him
and he was anxious to have them! His spirits were obviously lifted. I am happy to report that he
is recuperating at home thanks to a strong family network and he is looking forward to mowing
his own grass this spring.
Hopefully, the chapter will have the opportunity to visit the Stoner Empire in 2022. Keep him in
your prayers like he does for all of us.

Dave Leukhardt, John Stoner, Jason Zerbini

John Stoner

Allegheny Mountain Chapter Annual Christmas Party
This year’s Christmas Party was well attended. It was held at the famous Giannilli’s Restaurant
and Lounge in the historic town of Greensburg, PA. There was never a shortage of good times
and good conversation. I am sure everyone had a great time catching up with many of our good
friends.
As usual Giannilli’s laid out a buffet dinner that was exceptional with a wide variety of choices.
I know I certainly got my fill. Plus, it was very convenient to have the wine and beer set up in
our party room as well. I didn’t need to wear out the carpet on my path to the bar this year!
A great new addition this year was the slide-show that Todd Mickinak put together displaying
all the fun pictures from all our amazing Allegheny Mountain Chapter events from the year. A
huge thank you to Todd for all his work putting this slide show together! It was so much fun to
relive all the events from the year.
I also want to thank everyone who attended this year’s Christmas party.

Tech Tip
1.) Check your battery - Cold weather can really take a toll on your battery, especially if
stored outside.
2.) Replace your fluids - Remove old gas from last year with fresh new gas. Replace battery
fluid, gear oil and most importantly, change the motor oil.
3.) Test brakes - Gotta have them working good.
4.) Inspect your tires - Look for any cracks, punctures (nails), and make sure the tread is in
good condition.

AMCA 2022 National Road Runs / Save the Date
Driftless Chapter National Road Run – September 6-8
LaCrosse, WI
Music City Chapter National Road Run – September 14-16
Dickson, TN

Evergreen Chapter National Road Run – September 19-21
Colville, WA
Fort Sutter Chapter National Road Run – September 26-28
Lake Tahoe, CA

AMCA 2022 National Meets / Save the Date
Perkiomen Chapter National Meet – April 22-23
Oley, PA
Empire Chapter National Meet – June 3-5
Trumansburg, NY
Viking Chapter National Meet - June 10-11
St. Paul, MN
Fort Sutter Chapter National Meet – June 17-18
Dixon, CA
Colonial Chapter National Meet – June 24-25
Harmony, NJ
Wauseon National Meet – July 15-17
Wauseon, OH
Yankee Chapter National Meet – July 30-31
Greenfield, MA
Chesapeake Chapter National Meet– October 1-2
Upperco, MD
Southern National Meet– October 14-16
Denton, NC

Membership
Like all clubs, our membership is important. Please help spread the word for our organization.
Post events on your Facebook accounts, and talk with other antique motorcycle owners. We
encourage all our members to be active within our organization.
Please follow our Facebook account Allegheny Mountain Chapter AMCA, and share our posts
with your Facebook friends.

Allegheny Mountain Chapter
Wants You!
Showcased Motorcycle
Showcased motorcycle owned by: Ron Stillwagon
1969 Honda CB-350 Scrambler
My Winter Project
While at Wauseon this year (2021), I ran across this bike, a 1969 Honda CB-350 Scrambler. The
motor was froze up, the wheels wouldn’t turn easy, and there was no title. After talking a while
with the owner, we agreed $200 was a fair price, and I wanted a winter project. I figured for
$200, I could sell parts to recoup if needed.

This is basically the bike I got with the exhaust already off.
So in July 2021, I filled the cylinders with various liquids to free the pistons. I tried automatic
trans fluid, Marvel mystery oil, rust remover, and Liquid Wrench. I even pulled the motor and
split the cases to check inside. All looked good but the pistons still would not move.

Top crankcase half and transmission.
Come December and still no movement. On New Year’s Eve I said enough is enough and got out
the hammer. I made a block from a 4x4, rounded and concaved to fit the piston top. I got it freed
up New Year’s Day. The piston rings had bound themselves to the cylinders over time. I don’t
have any history on this bike, but there is a Cornell University sticker from 1983 on the rear
fender. This might be the last it ran?????

Rear fender (rusty)
I had to get new oversized pistons and bore the cylinders. This was the most expensive part of
the rebuild: $80 – pistons & $155 – bore job. I had to rebuild both carbs and install new points /
condenser.
It started up after about 6 kicks. After I ran it for a while, I got the electric starter working. The
headlight, tail light, and brake light work, but I haven’t got the horn and turn signals working. I

cleaned everything up and rebuilt the brakes (using original parts). But as the pictures show, the
bike looks the same as when I got it. All the chrome is in need of replacing, and the gas tank is
rusty and full of dents. I used everything I could to keep the cost minimal. If I keep it I might
start hitting the meets to find better parts.

Finished winter project in March snow.
Almost forgot, no title. I live in Ohio, and Ohio would not give me a title unless I went to court
for one. That’s a minimum $250. So I saw on the internet that one can get a vehicle registration
for vehicles over 25 yrs old from Vermont. Believe it or not, in two weeks and $48 later, I had a
registration to match the Honda’s serial number and a Vermont license plate that expires on 8/22.
I believe I can renew this plate.

Vermont license plate / Ohio address???
I put approx.. $500 into this project plus the $200 cost. Was it worth it???? I had fun with it, and
I kept busy when I had nothing else going on. I also learned that the only way to work on the
motor is to pull it. And one tooth off on the cam chain will not work. The bike has been very
easy to disassemble and to reassemble. Once the snow is gone, I’ll see how it goes down the
road.
Ron Stillwagon

Just for Grins
Date night?!

When you still want to ride your bike to work but can’t afford the gas:

Quote for Thought
“It is not the destination where you end up but the mishaps and
memories you create along the way” ~ Penelope Riley

AMCA ALLEGHENY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER, INC .

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
STATUS: Please check one. New Member __________Renewal _________
NATIONAL AMCA MEMBERSHIP NUMBER ( required before local chapter membership
can be accepted) _______________
NAME:________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:______________________________________________________________
CITY:__________________________________________________________________
ZIP:____________________ TELEPHONE:__________________________________
E MAIL:_________________________________
Please return your application with $5 annual dues to:
Joseph Baird, Treasurer
Allegheny Mountain Chapter, Inc.
921 Carlisle St.
Natrona Heights, PA 15065-1013
Once we have confirmed your status as a current National AMCA member, you will receive a
membership card by return mail and will be added to our - mail or regular mailing lists. Thank
you for joining.

